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Purpose of staying at UNIS. 

1) Making of two models for bending of sea ice beam in COMSOL software and 
Itasca PFC software, and then to compare the result.

2) Pass the AT-332 course.

Our assignment period at UNIS had started at 26 September 2016 and ended at 
13 November 2016. So we had to split our work time between AT-322 course 
studying process and working with our task and software.

Task's settings: In sea ice field we cut out Pr. Sohdi's beam which shape you 
may see on a picture below. Then we push beam in a center only with normal force 
laying in the ice field space and fixing geometry of cracks. We are aiming to make 
two equivalent models showing us true geometry for cracks, which we've already 
known from big experiment session done by our UNIS supervisor Pr. Marchenko.



The big different which is made a big interest of comparing bending of sea ice 
beam in COMSOL and PFC is obvious. Both softwares use to different methods for 
calculating and emulating mechanical processes. COMSOL based on method of finite
elements while PFC built models with discrete elements and working with balls as 
structural material. 

COMSOL interface:

It's clear to see that COMSOL based on meshing method to create set of finite 
elements. Here we neglect of ice space around the beam because we able to fix both 
ends of it. That's allow us to work only with beam without shoulders and girth rail.

If you look down, you would see how the model in PFC have built up with 
balls. Graph show us crack for a short beam ( length of the beam is 3 times longer 
than thickness ) and that's wrong, because from the experiments we can see, that 
cracks goes with diagonal direction like on COMSOL picture.



PFC interface:

Unfortunately, we still didn't finish model in PFC. The main problem is that 
potential of Itasca is great but not well-known, because it's too specific rare soft. PFC
has a great arsenal of patterns of mechanical properties and settings to describe very 
unique materials. So for today the main point is just to find what type of contact 
model or set of models do we need and add right constant values. 

Pictures below show you diversity of  PFC  settings.





Also the problem with a crack geometry of long beam  ( length of the beam is 6
times longer than thickness ) is well-described with force versus time graph which is 
constantly decrease with time after main crack birth, which is totally contradict to 
experiment data.

But from the field work's data analysis Pr. Marchenko understood, that after 
main crack birth time the graph of  force had non-linear growth. 

Unfortunately, the work is still unfinished, but we are on the way to the great 
result, which has pretty large range of applicability in offshore and arctic safety 
industry.


